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Abstract. Fully coupled Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical (THM) modeling has been widely
studied in various areas of geomechanics, owing to the multiphase nature of geomaterials.
Several researches have dealt with THM coupled modeling of geomaterials in high
temperature regimes, but a limited work is available for geomaterials in low temperature
regimes. A review and summary of existing work in the literature on THM coupled modeling
of frozen soils is presented here. THM coupled modeling in general and its applications are
pointed out. The basic governing equations of a coupled THM model in general form, namely
mass, momentum and energy balance equations, are discussed. A review of fully coupled
models is made and the numerical aspects of THM modeling are briefly discussed. A
mechanical constitutive model makes up an important component of a fully coupled THM
model and a brief review of existing constitutive models for frozen soils is presented. The
models reviewed range from elastoplastic models to viscoplastic or creep and damage coupled
models. Some models that consider different approaches from the plasticity framework are
briefly reviewed. The state-of-the-art is summarized by pointing out the main aspects of THM
coupled modeling and directions for future work.
1

INTRODUCTION

Coupled Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical (THM) modeling is essential in several areas of
geomechanics where the multiphysics nature and response of the porous medium needs to be
well understood. It has been mostly applied in geomechanics of the high temperature regime
environment as in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]. Some application areas of THM
coupled modeling in high temperature regime geomechanics are geothermal energy
extraction, safety assessment of nuclear waste repositories, oil and gas reservoir engineering,
underground energy storage and CO2 sequestration. Nowadays, application of THM coupled
modeling is gaining popularity in low temperature regime geomechanics, or frozen ground
engineering, and has been studied, for instance, by [10], [11], [12], [13] and [14]. Some
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specific application areas in frozen ground engineering include frost heave prediction,
pipelines buried in permafrost, artificial ground freezing and foundations in cold regions.
In both the high and low temperature regime geomechanics of THM coupled modeling, the
main components of the coupled model are the main governing or balance equations and the
constitutive equations. The basic governing equations of a coupled model are the mass
balance equation, the energy balance equation and the momentum (linear or angular) balance
equation. The specific forms of these governing equations strongly depend on the
assumptions made for the porous medium in question. The constitutive equations include
some known laws for materials, such as Darcy’s law for hydraulics and Fourier’s law for heat
transfer, and the equations of the mechanical constitutive model for deformation. The
numerical implementation considers the solutions of both the governing and constitutive
equations using, for example, the finite element method.
The state-of-the-art in coupled THM modeling of frozen soils is presented here. The
governing equations of a coupled model are first presented in general forms. A summary of
the literature review from coupled models for frozen soils is discussed. A brief discussion on
the numerical aspects of THM modeling, including solution methods and difficulties, is made
referring to the studies by [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], and [21].
The mechanical part of a coupled THM model is completed by the constitutive model. The
frozen soil models in the literature vary from simple thermo-elastic models to advanced
elastoplastic, viscoplastic/creep and damage coupled models. Some of the elastoplastic
models that are reviewed here include [10], [22] and [23]. Other researchers studied
viscoplastic/creep modeling of frozen soils such as [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30] and
[31]. Damage coupled modeling is proposed by a number of studies such as by [32], [33],
[34], [35], [36] and [37]. Other models for frozen soils in different frameworks, such as
hypoplasticity and fracture, have also been proposed by some studies such as [26], [38], [39],
[40], [41] and [42].
The coupled THM models and some of the selected mechanical constitutive models are
reviewed and discussed in the following sections to show the state-of-the-art status in coupled
THM modeling of frozen soils. A summary and conclusion regarding the state-of-the-art
status and the observations made are presented at the end.
2 THM COUPLED MODELING
The present section focuses on the general formulations of THM coupled modeling in
geomechanics. Several researches have dealt with THM coupled modeling of geomaterials in
high temperature regimes in the different application of THM modeling, but a limited work
has been done for low temperature regimes. For both temperature regimes in general, thermohydraulic, thermo—mechanical and hydro-mechanical interactions are involved, as depicted
in Figure 1. The specific types of interaction depend on the assumptions made for the porous
medium under consideration
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Figure 1: Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical interactions (after [43])

The volume fraction concept and formulation of the governing equations play an important
role in the coupled modeling of a porous medium as frozen soil. These are discussed in the
next section, in their general forms.
2.1 Volume Fraction Concept
The volume fraction concept is used to create a homogenized media for a multiphase
porous medium. In the volume fraction concept, it is assumed that the porous solid always
models a control space and that only the liquids and/or gases contained in the pores can leave
the control space, [44]. The basis of the description of porous media, using elements of the
theory of mixtures restricted by the volume fraction concept, is the model of a macroscopic
body, where neither a geometrical interpretation of the pore-structure nor the exact location of
the individual components of the body or constituents are considered.
The formulation of the volume fraction concept from [44] is presented here. The porous
medium in a representative volume element is assumed to consist of constituents   , with
real volumes   , where index  denotes  individual constituents. The concept of volume
fractions can be formulated as follows:
dv 
,
(1)
n  (x, t ) 
dv
where x is the position vector of the actual placement and t the time. The volume elements
of the real materials and the bulk volume are denoted by dv and dv  . The volume fractions
n  in Eq. (1) satisfy the volume fraction condition for  constituents   ,


n



1

(2)

1

The volume fraction concept assumes that each constituent occupies the whole
representative element. Let the real density and the partial density of the constituent materials
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be denoted as:
 R   R (x, t ) ,      (x, t )

The above equation indicates that:
  (x, t )  n  (x, t ) R (x, t )

(3)
(4)

The volume fraction concept is important in formulating the governing equations of a
THM coupled model. Due to this concept, all geometric and physical quantities, such as
motion, deformation, and stress, are defined in the total representative element, and thus, they
can be interpreted as the statistical average values of the real quantities.
2.2 Governing Equations in General Form
For THM coupled modeling of a porous medium like a frozen soil, balance equations –
balance of mass, balance of linear momentum and moment of momentum, as well as balance
of energy – have to be established for each constituent   in consideration of all interaction
and external agencies. The interaction effects in the sum have to be equal to zero. Such
governing equations in general form are included here as given in [44].
Balance of Mass
The principle of mass balance can be formulated in two ways: for the bulk mixture body as
a whole and for each individual constituent in such a way that the superposition of the mass
balance can be applied. The balance of mass for the individual constituents   requires that
the rate of mass   equal a mass term caused by other constituents:

M 


(  dv ) 
t
t B


 ˆ dv


(5)

B

where ˆ is the mass supply per volume element. The integration in Eq. (5) covers the
domain B of each individual constituent. Using the transport theorem with v as the velocity
of phase  , we can write:
 


 
 

   ˆ  0
(6)
   (  v )  ˆ and  

v
(
)



 

t

1
 1  t


Balance of Linear Momentum
The balance principle of momentum states that the material time derivative of the
momentum is equal to the sum of external forces. Thus,


I 
 

  f 
(7)
dv
v


 


t
t  B



The external force vector can be written as the sum of body forces   b and surface
ˆ  which belong to the volume forces. Using
tractions t , as well as the interaction forces p
Cauchy’s theorem, the divergence theorem and the mass balance principle, the momentum
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balance equation for   with velocity v and acceleration a  and a summation for the
mixture body can be written as:
ˆ     a   ˆ v
       b  p


(8)



ˆ
 (     b  p )   (  a   ˆ v )
 1

 1

Balance of Energy
The first law of thermodynamics (balance of energy) is the most fundamental relation in
the thermodynamics of one-component materials. It states that the sum of the material time
derivatives of the internal and kinetic energies equals the rates of the mechanical work and the
heat. This balance principle is transferred to the individual constituents. Applying the above
statement to the constituents, the following balance principle is obtained:
E  K 

 W   Q    eˆdv
(9)
t
t
B


where E  , K  , W  , Q  and ê  are the internal energy, the kinetic energy, the rate of the
mechanical energy, the rate of the heat of the constituent   and the energy supply to  
caused by all other constituents, respectively. The general expressions for E  , K  , W  and
Q  are given by:
E 

  e dv
 

B

K 

1

 2



v  vdv

B



W 



v    bdv 

B
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dv 





v  tda

(10)

B

q   da

B

B

Here, e   e  (x, t ) is the specific internal energy, r   r  (x, t ) is the partial energy source
and q   q  (x, t ) is the partial heat flux vector.
3

THM COUPLED MODELS FOR FROZEN SOILS

Coupled THM models for frozen soils have been proposed by some researchers such as
[10], [11], [12], [13] and [14]. The basic framework almost in all cases is to define the
governing balance equations based on varying assumptions and to propose a mechanical
constitutive model. Selection of the coupling parameters also makes an important aspect of
the fully-coupled model. A full review of some of the fully coupled THM models is presented
below.
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One of the earliest studies in the fully coupled THM modeling of frozen soils was
presented by [13]. The most important, or simplifying, assumptions they made include: 1) the
volume of soil particles remains constant in the freezing process, 2) both unfrozen and frozen
soil are isotropic, 3) unfrozen soil is an elastic body with a constant Young’s modulus and 4)
Young’s modulus and yield point are independent of the strain rate and confining pressure.
The basic moisture transport, heat transport and phase change equations make up the
theoretical framework. The stresses and deformations to complete the mechanical part of the
fully coupled model are presented as functions of several state variables. Specifically, the
creep strain was described according to Prandtl-Reuss law, and Mises equivalent stress was
used. The Young’s modulus was expressed as a function of temperature. The finite difference
method was used to solve the heat and moisture equations and the finite element method for
the mechanical equations. Experimental frost penetration and heave were simulated by the
proposed model.
[10] presented the formulation and application of the THM coupled finite element analysis
of frozen soil. The basic governing equations of mass, momentum and energy balance make
up the theoretical formulation. The thermodynamic equilibrium of freezing soil was described
by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for phase change and the freezing characteristic function
by the van Genuchten model with saturation. Darcy’s law was used for fluid flow in the
porous medium. An elastoplastic hardening constitutive model, based on the Barcelona Basic
model for unsaturated soils, was proposed, which is briefly discussed in the next section. The
proposed fully coupled model was applied to the analysis of frost heave prediction and
reasonably good agreements were obtained. CODE_BRIGHT was used for the simulation.
Another fully coupled THM model for frozen soil was proposed by [11]. The effective
stress equation for frozen soil was presented as a function of thermal stress, ice swelling and
pore pressure. The continuity equation was derived based on the conservation of mass and
Darcy’s law. The energy conservation equation considered the deformation energy, adsorbed
heat energy of soil skeleton and ice, pore pressure energy, adsorbed heat energy of pore water
and phase-changing energy. No advanced mechanical constitutive model was included in the
fully coupled model but rather simple thermo-elasticity was considered. The numerical
implementation was performed by solving the governing equations in a finite element
program. A simple thermo-elastic consolidation and numerical modeling of a pile foundation
were studied by the proposed model.
A relatively recent attempt in fully coupled THM modeling of frozen soil is made by [14].
The theoretical formulation comprises description of the thermal, hydraulic and stress-strain
fields. The thermal field uses the modified Fourier equation with both conduction and
convection and empirical equation for the overall thermal conductivity. The hydraulic field
uses the mixed type Richard’s equation with modification for ice term to described fluid
motion. Analogy of the soil water characteristic curve from unsaturated soils was applied to
describe the freezing process. In the stress-strain field, the total strain was defined as the sum
of elastic, thermal, phase change of water, change of matric potential and initial strains.
COMSOL Multiphysics was used for the numerical simulation and problems where
benchmark data are available were analyzed. The proposed model fails to consider the
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dependence of viscosity on temperature and there was no proper mechanical constitutive
model.
[12] also proposed a fully coupled THM model for a frozen medium. The continuity flow
equation was derived from fluid mass balance where the kinematic flow was defined by
Darcy’s law. To define the equilibrium equation, the total stress was decomposed into
effective and hydrostatic components by using the Bishop parameter. The energy
conservation equation was obtained by combining energy conservation equations for solid
and fluid constituents. For the mechanical part of the model, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion was
used to define the yield locus and plastic potential, with associated flow. The governing
equations were solved by using the finite element method based on Galerkin’s formulation.
Temperature distribution and deformation close to a heat source are investigated as an
evaluation problem, in addition to simulation of a freeze-thaw experiment.
Fully coupled THM modeling is a relatively new approach for frozen soils compared to
other areas of geomechanics, such as unsaturated soils. A few other researchers have also
attempted the coupled modeling of frozen soils. [45] discussed the numerical simulation of
water-heat coupled movements in a seasonally frozen soil. [43] presented the simulation of a
fully coupled THM system in freezing and thawing rock. [46] proposed a model for coupled
heat, moisture and stress-field of saturated soil during freezing. Perhaps fully coupled THM
modeling is more extensively studied in the geomechanics of high temperature regime
geomaterials. The experience and findings from these studies are believed to provide an
important background for modeling in low temperature regimes.
4

MECHANICAL CONSTITUTIVE MODELS

A review of mechanical constitutive models for frozen soil is presented in this section. The
reviewed models are categorized in to different groups based on the complexity of the model
and the plasticity framework used. The models reviewed range from simple thermoelastic
models, advanced elastoplastic and viscoplastic models to damage coupled models. These
models are discussed separately in the following sections.
4.1 Elastoplastic Models
Elastoplastic modeling of frozen soils has been a subject for some researchers including
[10], [22] and [23]. [10] adopt an effective stress definition based on Bishop’s parameter
where the weighted pore water and ice pressures are subtracted from the total stresses. The
proposed elastoplastic constitutive model was developed based on the Barcelona Basic Model
(BBM) for unfrozen-unsaturated soils, [47].
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional view of the yield surface proposed by [10]

[22] proposed an elastoplastic frozen soil model based on triaxial compression test results
under varying confining pressures and at selected temperatures, implying an isothermal
model. They proposed a strength criterion based on a combination of an extended LadeDuncan strength function in the π-plane and in the p-q plane. Another isothermal elastoplastic
model developed based on triaxial compressive test results at a discrete temperature is
proposed by [23]. The presented model focuses mainly on frozen soils subjected to high
confining pressures and it was observed that the strength of frozen soil increases to a peak
value with increasing confining pressure, but with a further increase in confining pressure, the
strength decreases due to pressure melting and crushing phenomena.

Figure 3: The Lade-Duncan yield surface for unfrozen sand (Left) and yield surface for frozen silt in principal
stress space, based on the Lade-Duncan yield surface proposed by [22]

4.2 Viscoplastic/Creep Models
Viscoplastic or creep modeling of frozen soils has been studied by some researchers as
found from the literature study. Some of the authors that studied this include [24], [25], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30] and [31].
[24] studied creep of artificially frozen soil by conducting a series of experiments at
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discrete temperatures and by proposing an isothermal viscoplastic constitutive model based
on the results from the experiments. [25] proposed a combined creep and strength model by a
single (unified) constitutive equation. The model was developed for the entire primary,
secondary and tertiary creep stages and the long-term strength of frozen soil under multiaxial
stress at both constant stresses and constant strain rates. [26] presented a brief review of some
frozen soil creep models and proposed a simple hypoplastic constitutive model. [27]
discussed the creep behavior of frozen soils starting with uniaxial state of stress and proposed
expressions for the effect of temperature on creep rate and strength.
4.3 Damage Coupled Models
A number of researches claim that failure in frozen soils can be associated with damage.
Some of the studies that deal with damage coupled modeling of frozen soils include [32],
[33], [34], [35], [36] and [37].
[36] proposed a statistical damage constitutive model for warm frozen clay based on the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion. They argue that there is a need for stochastic damage modeling of
frozen soils due to the microdefects randomly distributed in frozen soils leading to
randomness of the mechanical properties. [33] also studied a damage statistical constitutive
model and stochastic simulation for warm ice-rich frozen silt. [35] developed a constitutive
model of frozen soil with damage and studied a numerical simulation for the coupled
problem. One of the earliest studies which tried to couple creep of frozen soil with damage
mechanics was presented by [34]. The modeling was based on experimental study and
microscopic observation.
4.4 Other Models
The most common frozen soil models in the well-known plasticity frameworks of
elasticity, elastoplasticity and viscoplasticity have been discussed in the previous sections,
including damage coupled models. A few other models that consider different approaches are
available in the literature. A model based on the hypoplasticity framework is proposed by
[26], where a brief review of existing creep models is also presented. [38] proposed a
nonlinear fracture model for frozen soil and presented the corresponding numerical
simulation. [39] used the method of temperature-time analogy to determine the long-term
strength of frozen soil in triaxial compression. A photo-viscoelastic creep modeling approach
for frozen soils was proposed by [40]. [41] discussed the constitutive modeling of saturated
frozen silt in torsion. The triaxial creep modeling of frozen soil under dynamic loading was
studied by [42].
5

NUMERICAL ASPECTS OF THM COUPLED MODELING

Coupled numerical modeling of thermal, hydraulic and mechanical properties together is
observed to exhibit a highly nonlinear behavior. The governing and constitutive equations
involved in formulating a fully coupled THM model are usually complex and large in
number. Solving such equations using the finite difference or the finite element method has
the potential to create several numerical difficulties.
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Studying the numerical difficulties and proposing optimized modeling approaches and
solution methods for coupled THM models has been the subject of a number of researchers.
[15] proposed a parallel finite element scheme for THM coupled problems in porous media. A
parallel approach was also presented by [16]. [17] discussed the numerical difficulties and
computational procedures for THM coupled problems of saturated porous media. [18]
proposed an objected-oriented finite element analysis of THM coupled problems in porous
media. [19] and [20] used an algebraic multigrid method for solving coupled THM coupled
problems. [21] discussed the application of standard and staggered Newton schemes in THM
coupled problems.
6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A state-of-the-art review of coupled THM models for frozen soils has been presented. The
applications and components of a coupled THM model were discussed and the governing
equations in general form were presented. A review of the related literature was performed in
two parts. Firstly, studies which presented coupled THM models for frozen soils were
reviewed and discussed. And secondly, separate mechanical constitutive models for frozen
soil varying from simple thermoelastic models to advanced elastoplastic, viscoplastic or creep
and damage coupled models were reviewed. The numerical aspects of THM coupled
modeling and mechanical constitutive models outside the well-known plasticity framework
were briefly mentioned.
The following observations have been made from the state-of-the-art review of THM
coupled modeling of frozen soils:
 The governing equations of a coupled THM model strongly depend on the assumptions
made for the multiphase porous medium such as phase composition, saturated or
unsaturated, mechanisms of heat transfer etc.
 THM coupled modeling in geomechanics has been widely studied in the high
temperature regime but is gaining popularity for the low temperature regime i.e. frozen
ground engineering.
 All the mechanical models reviewed here deal with isothermal conditions i.e. they are
based on a discrete temperature, or experiments at a constant temperature. Nonisothermal constitutive modeling remains a challenge.
 Mechanical constitutive modeling of frozen soil has been studied under the various
branches of the plasticity framework i.e. elasticity, elastoplasticity, viscoplasticity or
creep and damage. Damage coupled modeling was frequently used in recent studies.
 Numerical solution of the coupled governing and constitutive equations shows a
strongly nonlinear behavior and usually results in numerical difficulties during
implementation.
In general, there remain several challenges both in the theoretical formulation and the
numerical implementation of THM coupled models for frozen soils. A further study aims to
look at some of the challenges and contribute to a progress in the research topic.
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